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Abstract
In the current study, weekly compressible smooth particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH) method is implemented to
simulate solitary wave interaction with horizontal submerged plate at four different vertical positions. To accomplish
this task, MLS density filter is applied to reduce the pressure fluctuations. Moreover, Symplectic scheme with dynamic
boundary particle (DBP) is considered. Free surface profile, pressure, and vertical component of the wave force on the
horizontal plate parameters are computed in this study. The obtained numerical results of solitary wave and its
interaction with a horizontal plate are compared against existing experimental data and very good compliance is
achieved. CFD results indicate that as distance of the horizontal plate from free surface decreases, wave energy reduces
significantly. On the other hand, with an increase in horizontal plate distance from the seabed, vertical component of
wave force and its pressure component substantially decrease.
Keywords: WCSHP; submerged horizontal plate; pressure; wave force; solitary wave.

1. Introduction
Shorelines are considered as potentials of commercial activities and tourism. There are several ways of protecting these
coastal areas such as using breakwaters and quays. Floating and semi-submerged breakwater is considered as an
alternative choice than conventional submerged breakwater and quays, since conventional breakwaters are complicated
in construction and because of sediment aggregations in their offshore surroundings. In addition, their geometrical
specifications will cause environmental incompatibility [1]. On the other hand, some comparative advantages of semi
submerged horizontal floating breakwater plates against submerged breakwaters include their placement in only one
part of the water depth and preserving the costal landscape.
Several experimental studies dealing with the investigation of wave interaction with marine structures have been
reported. Mikio [2] used Marker and Cell method to simulate the characteristics of submerged floating plate. Ohyama et
al. [3], by using wave height gauges, measured the water level while stokes waves passing over submerged floating
breakwater. Pinto [4] measured velocity components during wave breaking over submerged breakwaters in short time
intervals. Particle image velocity method (PID) was used by Chang et al. [5] to measure the flow field over submerged
floating rectangular breakwater and field rotation as well as turbulence energy were calculated. Orer et al. [6]
investigated the capability of submerged breakwater as an energy converter through an experimental study on the
efficiency of the submerged plate wave energy converter. Akinori et al. [7] studied the currents and waves around a
trapezoidal breakwater experimentally and theoretically. Hong Bin et al. [8] investigated deformation of different wave
profiles over trapezoidal submerged breakwaters and seawalls, experimentally. Wan et al. [9] experimentally and
theoretically conducted the interaction of solitary wave and a multi body breakwater with two cylindrical parts.
Several numerical studies dealing with investigation of wave interaction with marine structures using smoothed particle
hydrodynamic have been reported. Monaghan et al. [10] applied SPH method to model the phenomena of interaction of
a rigid body with water and compared the outputs with experimental results. Shao [11] modeled the effects of solitary
wave on a semi-submerged membrane breakwater using ISPH. Different wave amplitudes of solitary waves in a
variable depth were used for this simulation. Gomez et al. [12] studied the effects of solitary waves caused by dam
break on a structure using SPH. They also used SPH method for analyzing wave propagation resulting from dam break
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on a structure. Rogers et al. [13] conducted a numerical study to investigate the movement of a Kayson breakwater
under the effects of wave force in a wave breaking zone by using SPH. They also modeled friction force changing from
static to dynamic between Keyson breakwater and seabed. Lee et al. [14] investigated the run up of waves on sea shore
structures by SPH. A comprehensive SPH computer program was also developed by Crespo [15] to solve 2D and 3D
fluid dynamic problems. Liu et al. [16] developed an optimized SPH method for modeling of 3D waves. On the other
hand, Hayatdavoodi et al. [17] investigated nonlinear solitary wave propagation on a submerged flat plate using G-N
equations to estimate the pressure distribution on the plate and determined the vertical force due to wave. Ghadimi et al.
[19] numerically simulated the solitary wave propagation by using SPH and studied the effects of wave height to wave
depth ratio, parametrically. Safinaz [20] simulated solitary waves using SPH and studied the hydrodynamic forces on
slope and vertical parts. Monaghan et al. [21] numerically modeled solitary waves by using SPH and compared the run
up and breaking waves with experimental results. Loa et al. [22] simulated solitary waves near the slopes at low depth
shores by using combined SPH and LES method by solving incompressible Lagrangian Navier Stokes equation. They
also modeled solitary waves on different slopes at low depth shores. Darlymple et al. [23] simulated the solitary wave
using different algorithms and filters such as density filter and viscosity filter.
Based on the mentioned studies, geotechnical and hydraulic characteristics of floating breakwaters such as vertical
location of breakwaters have a major role on their behavior. Hence, to achieve an appropriate operational depth of
floating horizontal plate, numerical parametric studies are conducted using SPH method in the current work. For this
purpose, four different vertical locations of a horizontal plate from seabed to free surface are applied in a constant sea
depth. Accordingly, free surface profile, pressure, and vertical component of the wave force on the horizontal plate
parameters are computed. Numerical findings are also compared against existing experimental data.

2. Fundamentals of SPH
Navier Stokes equation is the main governing equation in fluid dynamics that could be divided in two parts
[24].Momentum conservation equation in a continuous field can be expressed as follows:
Dv
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Continuity equation could be expressed as follows:
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Where, v is velocity, P is pressure,  is density, g is gravity acceleration and  is the diffusion term. Governing
equations can be discredited and solved using main concepts of SPH method. Application of the SPH method leads to
determination of velocity, position and pressure of fluid particles in the next step. Fundamentals of this method are
based on solving the mass conservation equation by assuming that the fluid semi-compressible.

2.1. Integral Interpolation
SPH method is based on integral interpolation for any arbitrary function like A(r) which can be approximated as
follows:

A (r )   A (r )W (r  r , h )dr
'

'

'

(3)



Here, r is the position vector; W is a weighting function or kernel function and according to Fig.1, h is the smoothing
length that controls the support domain of  .
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Fig. 1: A Schematic of support domain in SPH.

Approximation shown in discrete form in Eq.3, leads to the following approximation of a function for a particle:

A( r )   mb
b
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In this equation, b is the value of function A at position of the particle b. Mass and density are shown by b , b .
Parameter Wab  W (ra  rb , h) represents the kernel function. Finally, using the approximation of the particle b inside
the support domain, Eq.5 appears as in:

A( r )   mb
b
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b
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(5)

Several models of kernel approximation have been presented [25, 26, 27], but one of the most common functions in
SPH is Cubic Spline that is given by Monaghan et al. [28]. This function is also used in the current article. The kernel
function for Cubic Spline is presented in the following form:
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Where  D is equal to 10 / (7 h 2 ) in 2D solutions and 1 / ( h3 ) in 3D solutions.

2.2. Viscosity selection
There are various definitions for transmission term to explain momentum equation in SPH [27, 29], but laminar viscous
stress is used in this article [30]. Momentum conservation equation with laminar viscous stress is expressed as follows:
Dv
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Viscous stress is simplified as follows [30]:
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Where  0 shows kinematic viscosity for laminar flows, and for water, it is ( 106 m2 / s ). Thus, the governing equations
can be rewritten as in:
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2.3. Selecting the time step algorithm
There are many ways of solving SPH equations in time domain, but it is recommended to use a method with second
order precision [31, 32]. For this reason, Symplectic method is applied in the present article. According to this
algorithm [33], pressure and density are calculated in the middle of the time step by using formulas:
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Where t is equal to n.Δt . Later, pressure is calculated using state equation. Subsequently, using
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the velocity and particle displacement.
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At the end of a time step, the value of

d i
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is calculated by updated values of

and

ri n 1 .Another time

dt
dt
algorithm that is related to particle movement is XSPH that is derived by the following function [3].
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(  a  b ) and  is a constant. The value of  is between 0 and 1, and ordinarily   0.5 is used.
2
New velocity for particle “a” is a combination of the velocity of particle a and the average velocity of particles that has
interactions with particle a.

In which  ab 

3. Numerical model
Aim of the current article is to simulate waves passing over a semi submerged horizontal plate at different vertical
positions. First, a solitary wave is generated by a piston wave maker. This wave passes over a semi submerged plate.
Here, the wave maker equations are mentioned, briefly. Goring [38] proposed a mathematical model for an
experimental solitary wave. The surface profile of the solitary wave is presented as follows:

 ( x, t )  Hsech (k ( x  Ct ))
2

Where C is the wave velocity and k is the wave factor that can be calculated as follows:

(14)
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The piston wave maker (in SPH) consists of moving particles that is used to generate wave patterns with specific
velocity and positions. To create a solitary wave by a piston wave maker, the following formulas are applied:
H

k
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Movement velocity of the wave maker is calculated by the following equation [52]:
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In this article, effect of solitary wave on different vertical position of the plate is investigated. Figure 2 shows the
position of these plates and the geometry of the intended simulation.

Fig. 2: A Schematic of different vertical positions of a submerged horizontal plate.

Next, solitary wave and passing of waves over a submerged horizontal plate as a validation case for numerical results is
presented.

4. Numerical results
4.1. Validation
In this section, simulation results are compared with Sangita experimental data [39] to validate the generated wave.
Also, the computed run up waves on a submerged horizontal plate is also compared with Ertkin’s experimental results
[17]. Flume Geometry and considered cases are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Flume Geometry and considered cases.

Test Geometry

Position of the Horizontal
Plate

Basin length
Y(Basin height)
Depth (h)
H/h
Width of plate (b)
Wave height (H)
()
Case A
Case B
Case C
Case D

30m
0.35m
0.2 m
0.12
4m
0.024m
4.1867m
h=0
h = 0.5 h
h = 0.75 h
h=h
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45000 particles are used in this simulation. Comparison of the results of simulation of solitary wave by SPH method
against the Sangita experimental data is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3: Comparison of solitary wave results by SPH with Sangita experimental data [39].

As seen in Fig.3, the results have an acceptable correspondence and the average error is about 4.1%. Thus, validity of
solitary waves generated by piston wave maker has been confirmed. Verification of run up waves on a submerged
horizontal plate is also checked with Ertkin’s experimental data [17]. The geometry of this experiment is shown in
Fig.4. Total number of particles in this simulation is about 360000 particles.

Fig. 4: A simple sketch of wave over the submerged horizontal plate [17].

Figure 5 shows the locations of wave gauges I, II, and III. These gauges indicate the wave parameters such as wave
height and wave period.

Fig. 5: Location of wave gauges over the submerged horizontal plate [17].

Free surface profile is captured at three different locations; before the plate (gauge I), on the plate (gauge II), and after
the plate (gauge III). The obtained results were compared with Ertkin’s experimental result [17] in Fig.6.
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Fig. 6: Wave Surface profile at three different positions; wave gauge I at x=6m, wave gauge II at x=10m, and wave gauge III at x=14m [17].

Computational error is calculated at three positions. The error for these conditions is about 3.8% before the plate (gauge
I), 6.1% on the plate (gauge II) and 6.64% after the plate (gauge III). These errors seem reasonable for the presented
numerical simulation.
Subsequently, measurement accuracy for pressure and force of the wave passing a semi-submerged horizontal plate is
discussed using Ertkin experimental work. Calculation of the pressure using SPH initially had significant computational
errors. To overcome this problem, several strategies are used. The density filter is used to solve this problem and
additionally number of particles is increased to minimize the computational error.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the calculated pressure by SPH with Ertkin’s experimental results [17].

Fig. 7: Comparison of the calculated pressure by SPH method with Ertkin at x=10m [17].

As expected, just before wave reaches the plate, we have a sudden loss of pressure and then the pressure is increases.
These results have acceptable error of about 4.9 percents with Ertkin.
Vertical force is also obtained by integrating the pressure results along the plate’s width at each time step. Figure 8
shows the comparison of SPH results with Ertkin’s experimental results [17] .
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the calculated force on submerged plate using SPH with Ertkin’s experimental data [17].

As expected, the results have an acceptable convergence and the average error is about 4.2%.

5. Parametric study on vertical position of submerged plate under the effects of
solitary wave
Here, the effects of interaction of the wave and the position of submerged horizontal plate on pressure and vertical force
are investigated. The considered geometry for this problem is similar to Fig.4 and Table 1 with one exception that
position of the plate has changed. Figures 9 through 11 illustrate the surface profile for each case that is compared with
previous simulation where the plate located is in the middle of actual depth. Figures 12 and 13 show the results of
pressure and vertical force in these cases.

Fig. 9: Free surface profile at the position of wave gauge I.

Fig. 10: Free surface profile at the position of wave gauge II.

Fig. 11: Free surface profile at the position of wave gauge III.
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As evidenced in Figs.9, 10, and 11, wave surface elevation decreases by changing the vertical position of horizontal
plate toward the surface.

Fig. 12: Comparison of the calculated pressure by SPH method at wave gauge II location.

Fig. 13: Comparison of the calculated vertical force by SPH method.

Comparison of the results is shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. Tables 2 and 3 show the maximum values of H/h, while
tables 4 and 5 indicate the maximum values of pressure and vertical component of wave force.
Table 2: Maximum values of H/h at different gauge positions.

Gauge I
0.121918
0.119252
0.119252
0.093151

Position A
Position B
Position C
Position D

Gauge II
0.11255
0,10668
0,069908
0.036283

Gauge III
0.128982
0.126492
0.081659
0.047236

Table 3: Comparison of maximum values of H/h at different depths.

From position A to B
From position B to C
From position C to D

Gauge I
0.002666
0.026101
0.024384

Gauge II
0.00587
0.036772
0.033625

Gauge III
0.00249
0.044833
0.034423

Table 4: Percentage of surface profile change due to the plate‘s position.

From position A to B
From position B to C
From position C to D

Gauge I

Gauge II

Gauge III

43%
41%
4%

67%
65%
5%

63%
62%
2%

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show that, as the position of horizontal plate changes gets closer to D or farther away from the seabed,
the wave height significantly reduces.
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Table 5: Maximum non-dimensional pressure and force.

Non dimensional Pressure
0.623325
0.465116
0.194906
0.054074

Position A
Position B
Position C
Position D

Non dimensional Force
11.058
9.28571
4.33973
2.72005

Table 6: Maximum non-dimensional pressure and force by changing vertical positions.

From position A to B
From position B to C
From position C to D

Non dimensional Pressure
0.158209
0.27021
0.140832

Non dimensional Force
1.77229
4.94598
1.61968

Table 7: Percentage of pressure and force change due to the plate‘s position.
From position A to B
From position B to C
From position C to D

Pressure
91%
88%
25%

Force
75%
71%
16%

As evidenced in Tables 5, 6, and 7, as the position of the horizontal plate gets closer to the free surface level or farther
away from the seabed; the pressure and force on the breakwater substantially reduce.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, computational fluid dynamic simulation of solitary wave interaction with a floating, semi-submerged and
submerged horizontal plate has been performed. This is accomplished at a constant water depth with four different
vertical positions of horizontal plate from seabed to free surface. Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method is used
to conduct these simulations. In doing so, Symplectic scheme with dynamic boundary particle (DBP) is considered and
MLS density filter is applied to reduce pressure fluctuations.
Passing wave profile has been determined at three different gauges, and pressure and vertical component of wave force
on the horizontal plate are computed. The obtained results of solitary wave simulation are validated against
experimental results and good agreement is achieved. Moreover, under defined simulation conditions, passing wave
profile, pressure and vertical component of wave force on a submerged horizontal plate is validated against
experimental data.
Based on the numerical results, it can be concluded that, as vertical position of the horizontal plate gets closer to free
surface, further wave energy depreciation is achieved. In addition, by comparison of maximum values of (H/h) at
different vertical positions of the submerged plates, it can be concluded that as the plate moves near the free surface,
wave height decreases, significantly. Furthermore, numerical results of pressure and vertical components of wave force
at different vertical positions of the horizontal plate indicate that a decrease in the distance of plate from the seabed
yields in major increase in the pressure and wave force component.
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